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Pharmaceutical companies are extensively dedicated to conduct

research for the development of the solubility of limited aqueous
soluble drug molecules and their bioavailability. Less soluble molecule can provide a number of challenges in pharmaceutical devel-

opment such as slow dissolution in biological fluids, insufficient

crystals/solid forms using the idea of Crystal Engineering might be
a crucial technique to overcome the existing problem.
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some fruitful solution to those low soluble drug molecules. Now-
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properties and bioavailability are often critically dependent upon
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a-days such issues are of highly acceptable in academic section as
intellectual property implications are considerable and physical
crystal packing [4]. This is the novelty of Crystal Engineering.
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Among different solid forms, co-crystals are highly accepted

forms in pharmaceutical industry. By forming co-crystal of an API,

the physicochemical properties can be modified without changing

its original activity. The change of physicochemical properties of
an API is highly advantageous to the pharmaceutical community.

As for example, some API having solubility problem will be overcome without changing its activity [5] or tabletability property will

be enhanced by co-crystallization [6]. So a suitable design of coCitation: Partha Pratim Bag. “Crystal Engineering for Pharmaceutical Solids". Acta Scientific Pharmaceutical Sciences 4.3 (2020): 18.

